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GRADE REFLECTIONS>TITLE Pt COMMENTS IMAGE

C
Water Reflections 

at Sunset
H

 I like the wake and how the lines 

lead you from the bottom up to 

the sun. Lovely tones. The sun is 

burnt out which is a shame but 

still a great image

C The Waiting Game M

 This has nice reflections, but feel 

none of the boats on the left add 

to it. If you crop them all out and 

just have the left hand one as it 

has a great reflection

C Terry's Pond A

 I felt that the image is the central 

area and the left and right are 

distracting, if cropped tighter 

would help bring out the 

reflections

C
Sunset Over 

Okavango Delta
HC

 This feels like a peaceful location. 

It’s a shame that the reflection is 

hidden. The colours add to the 

mood.

C

Sunset Caught in 

the water trough 

Inspired by the 

Travelers on Safari

HC

 Nice lines and colours within the 

image, the diagonal lines on the 

left lead you though to the 

brighter area. Very dark in the 

blacks and little detail which lets it 

down a bit

C Serenity M

 Nice reflections but crop the sky 

out as it would help make the 

reflections stand out more.
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C
Playing with 

Something New
H

 Great idea and great reflections 

and the pano crop fits the image.

C Old Man Time HC

I like the reflection of the clock 

and the shapes in the image. 

Maybe tone the sky down as it is 

bright and competes with the 

reflection

C Mum Said A

 A very stern look on her face. Her 

eyes need to be lightened up as I 

keep looking at her cheek. 

Struggle to see it fitting the set 

subject

C
Midnight Sun 

Perlan Reykjavik
HC

 The white line on the right should 

be cropped out as it is distracting. 

I do like the patterns of light on 

the dome

C Loch Ness H

 Wow.  The hills on each side lead 

you right into this image creating 

depth to it. Pity the water is not 

still to bring out more reflections. 

This I hope is on someone's wall

C Lake Te Koutu A

 On my screen there is no detail in 

the blacks. Cropping the top sky 

out would help concentrate your 

eyes on to the reflections
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C Kenmore Scotland H

 Love the feel of this image. The 

triangle shape created on the right 

leads you into the image and is 

strong enough to keep your 

interest away from the white area 

on the left. I hope this is up on 

some wall.

C Hamilton Gardens HC

I like the pano crop with this. 

Would have been good to have 

someone sitting on a bench to 

create a good focal point.

C Cool Reflection A

Very contrasty image with no 

detail in the blacks. I like the 

reflection but the white area is 

burnt out slightly

C Cloud Reflections HC

 Great colours in the image. Feel 

there is no real reflection in the 

water. Maybe crop the bottom 

and some of the grasses you will 

still have a great image

C Auckland Skyline HC

  I like how many of the windows 

are all different, great how you 

have the yellow structure there. 

Maybe crop in tighter to remove 

the sky around the edges.
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C
Alaskan Reflection 

Glacier Bay
H

 Another image with great lines 

and reflections leading you into 

the image. Would be good to see 

a small boat or Kayak in the water 

on the right just to add a extra 

element to it

B
When I consider 

the Stars
A

Very busy image and lacks a focal 

point. Maybe a falling star etc. 

Also feel it misses the set subject

B
Reflection of 

Yesteryear
HV

 I like this image, mainly the right 

hand side and reflection. Find the 

left hand side with the hidden 

building lets it down a bit

B Reflecting HC

 Even though she has a gun it gives 

me a peaceful feeling. The back 

ground helps add to the 

environment and creates layers 

through the image. Just felt I 

needed something more to the 

image

B Reflected Glory M

 I don't think the reflection in this 

are the image. It is more about 

the man. As the sign is white I find 

my eyes going down this this area 

instead of the man playing
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B Past Reflections M

Good lines and tones with this. 

Very hard to see the reflections 

and the patterns and shapes in the 

side of the shed are more the 

image

B No Kisses Please! HC

 Well set up and very sharp. Do 

find the white glasses a bit of a 

distraction in the bottom corner 

maybe toning them down a bit. If 

you crop her out it doesn't really 

work

B Multi Facet M

 I like the lines of the stick and 

reflection leading you to the 

triangle rock, the rocks bottom 

right could be toned down.

B
Highlights of 

Autumn
M

 Great colours in the trees, would 

have been great to see more of 

the reflection and less of the 

trees.

B
Deep in 

conversation
M

For me the reflection is to small 

and you don't really look at it and 

the people outside are distracting. 

Maybe a different angle

B
Corporate 

Reflections
HC

 Good use of the vertical lines and 

the curved lines adds to the 

image. If one window could have 

been a different colour to create a 

focal point.
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B
Complementary 

Colours
HC

 Nice shapes and patterns, found 

some of the small things in the 

water distracting and could have 

been cloned out

A Wildebeest & Zebra HC

Another wow image, but with this 

one I feel the top half is the image 

and not the reflections. Still a wow 

image on its own

A
Waxbills Times 

Three
H

 This is great, I would have liked to 

have seen all 3 in focus as the 

blurred bird seems to distract me. 

Great colours in the reflection as 

well

A
un jour de pluie a 

Paris
H

 Love how you have not shown 

any of the tower itself but just the 

broken up reflection in the 

puddles. The duck adds to the 

image as well.

A Two NZ Icons M

 This is a good image but struggle 

with the reflection as it only has a 

small amount in the water. If we 

could have see more of the 

mountain reflection would have 

been better. 

A To Hull and Back M

 I like the lines and the colours in 

the image. Do find that the white 

pulls you eyes away from the 

reflection.
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A The Seat Awaits A

 I find this a busy image, if there 

was a person on the seat as a 

focal point would make it stranger

A The Blue Doors HC

Colourful image and the angle of 

the sheds and reflection works 

well. Just find the building in the 

back distracting, maybe crop 

some of the top out

A Still Waters A
A very busy image and hard to see 

the reflection

A Seeing Double H

 This is a wow image. The Zebras 

just leap out of the image. Great 

separation between them and the 

back ground. And I like the 

reflection adds to it. Maybe a little 

central but a great image

A
Reflections of the 

Mind
HC

 Interesting idea and not a real 

reflection but something she 

could imagine in her mind. I do 

find the bright area on her next 

and face is very bright and could 

be toned down.

A Reflecting on Life H

A simple but effective image. You 

could even flip it over and I think it 

will still work. The live and dying 

flower works really well together
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A
Overnight Snow, 

Lake Louise
HC

 Great lines top and bottom on 

the right which lead you into the 

image. Find the snow bottom right 

distracting

A

Mirror Reflection. 

Emma in her Field 

of Dreams

HC

Good idea and good composition. 

Would have liked to see a light 

vignette around the edges. Great 

light on Emma

A Hornbill H

Great shallow depth of field, 

maybe crop a little off the right 

hand side. Nice and sharp 

reflection

A Green Island A

 For me the reflections do not 

show up enough and I look at the 

brighter plant instead

A Dynamic Duo HC

 Very dynamic good lead in lines 

and great detail. Maybe tone the 

bright area in the sky

A Double Down M

 my eyes go to the Balloon shape 

in the back ground and not the 

reflections. I do like the lines left 

and right leading you into the 

image
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A Dewdrop M

Great Idea. Just not sharp enough 

in the water. Great use of shallow 

depth of field

A Canada Reflects A

 For me the reflections are not 

really the image, the trees at the 

back are too strong and pull your 

eyes away from the water

A Beaver lake HC

 Nice strong diagonal lines leading 

you right into the image. The 

wood at the bottom is distracting 

so cropping this out would help 

the image

A
Autumn in Nova 

Scotia
A

 Nice peaceful Image, But I don't 

think the reflection is strong 

enough or enough of it

A
Apples through the 

Drinking Glass
HC

 Great lighting. I do find my eyes 

looking around the Image. Maybe 

cropping out the left and right 

sides and just have the glasses.

BEST OVERALL IMAGE IN THE SET SUBJECT

Kenmore Scotland is my best over all set subject, there were three 

images that were all very close.
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C Summer Sunset M

 Great colours in the sky. I really 

like to clouds at the top, maybe 

cropping some of the dark base 

would help.

C I Did It! M

 a great fun shot of the boy. I 

would crop out the sky and just 

have the waves.

C After the Cyclone M

 I like the line of the coast but feel 

there is too much foreground, 

cropping a lot of this out would 

help.

B Slurp HC

 Good use of shallow depth of 

field, not sure if it is sharp enough 

though. The bright white flower is 

a bit distracting

B Ngauruhoe at Dusk H 

 Love this, great detail and great to 

see a good image of the mountain 

without the snow. The tones in the 

sky add mood. Great detail. 

Everything works together. Great 

image

B
Is there Room for 

Me
HC

 title works with the image. Good 

that both are in focus and well 

exposed. Just find the flowers are 

bright and distracting. Maybe put 

some paper above them next time 

to create some shade and less 

bright light
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B In The Long Grass HC

 I like the feel of this with the 

shallow depth of field and in Black 

and white. But clone out the two 

bits going across her face and tone 

down the bright highlights

B Darkness to Light M

 Found myself asking what are you 

trying to show. The pose I feel isn't 

comfortable. Maybe if she was 

turned around facing the other 

way

A Sundowner H

 This is a powerful sunset. Love the 

few threes and where they are 

placed in the frame. The sun is a 

touch bright but the colours and 

sky add so much

A Skeleton HC

 Nice lighting and shapes. Would 

have likes to seen it closer up as 

the sky is not adding anything to 

the image. Works well in Black and 

white

A
Running Away from 

Home
H

 WOW. Great lighting, like the way 

the trees frame the boy. The boys 

expression and the dog brilliant. 

The little bear doesn’t really need 

to be there. Could be used in a 

story book and up on the wall.

A Pecking Order HC

 Well caught, but would have been 

great if we could see a little of the 

flying birds head. The bird on the 

right could be cropped off so its 

only the three on the left.

A Nigella HC

 The position in the frame works 

well and having the flower 

surrounded by the greenery works. 

For me it lacks something, some 

punch to it.
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A Moody Ruapehu H

Lovely colours and the lines in the 

land work well. I do like the power 

lines which adds to the image. 

Very moody feeling in it as well.

A
Monarchs of the 

Forest
HC

 Well caught. Great use of shallow 

depth of field. I think that there is 

too much foreground and cropping 

half of it off would help

A
In Remembrance of 

the Fallen
HC

 Good idea and a different angle 

which is good. The back light is 

good but fell the stem is too soft, 

maybe cropping some of it off

BEST OVERALL IMAGE IN THE OPEN

Running Away from home
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C
Mt Taranaki from  

Above
HC. 

Nice shot from a plane. I like the tones 

but would cropping some of the top 

and bottom help make it stronger, as 

these area don't really add to the 

image


